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Sulfa Nipaia : The Muni Sulfd
I

THE Muni Sutta portrays certain characteristics of the tntmi-the
sage. The poem agrees in theme with the Uraga and Khaggavisana
.Suttas-. These three suttas together with Moneyya Sutta (i.e.

Nalaka excluding its vatthugiUha) c.m be considered as the proper" Muni-
ballads", though there is constant mention of the attributes of the muni in
the greater part of the Sabhiya Sutta and many suttas of the At.thaka Vagga
such as jara, Tissametteyya and Mfigandiya. It has already been noteds
that the Uraga Sutta resembles this sutta in many respects. While the
Urdga, Sutta describes the ideal bhikkhu, the Muni Sutta gives a descriptive
definition of the muni, Generally speaking, there appears no fundamental
difference between the muni and the bhikkhu in early Buddhism, and the terms
are interchangeable, except when muni specifically refers to the Buddha.
The qualities attributed to the nmni are often associated with the bhikkhu,
and sometimes with briihmana, khattiya, vedagu and sottiya in a strict Buddhist
sense-, Although bhikkJm and 1nllni are virtually synonymous there seems
to be a subtle difference between the two. While renunciation, pabbajja
(becoming a religious mendicant), detachment and ekacariyii (life of solitude)
are emphasised of the bhikkhu, the muni is described as a person who plays a
more important role. This is quite evident from his description in the Muni
and Moneyya Suttas, and the type of epithets used about him. In addition
to the possession of all the characteristics of the bhikkhu, there appears some-
thing nobler and more positive about him than about the bhikkhu, He is a
more evolved being (bMwitatta) who has reached spiritual attainments and
instructs others as well. The term muni in Sn. is used in a much wider meaning
than bhikkhu in Th. I.

As regards the epithets, the muni is called a mahesi (Sn. 208<1) and is
described as tadi (Sn. 219"), yatatta (Sn. 216"), saiih atatta (Sn. 216a) and
ihitatta (Sn. 21Sa). Besides the eight references» where Buddha is called
mahesi, the true briihmana (in the strict Buddhist sense) is spoken of as rnahesi
at Sn. 646b, also the philp7salla is referred to as a mahesi at Sn. 82a
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though the allusion is to the Buddha. The epithet tlidi is rather puzzling as
it cannot be easily differentiated from tiidi (Sk. tiidrk also P. tiidiso) the demon-
strative adjective. Yet, there are sufficient instances in Sn. itself where fiidi is
clearly used in the pregnant sense of ecce homo. The muni is ubhayeneua
tadi at Sn. 712c (unchanged under both circumstances) in the Nalaka Sutta.
Paramatthaka speaks of the bhikkhu as, piira1?1.gatona pacceti tadi (gone over
yonder such-s-a steadfast one-s-is he who returns not ;~Sn. 803d). The
Buddha is called asitam. and tiidi-m.at Sn. 957a, (cp. Sn, 219", asitam aniisanams,
The maggajina is called fiidi at Sn. 86d in the Cunda Sutta. The briihmana,
khettajina (cp. Sk. k{etrajiia), uedagu, and sottiya~all of them in a Buddhist
sense-are called tadi in the Sabhiya Sutta (Sn. 519-532). Another attribute
of the rmtn£~yatatta (self-restrainedj-c-is repeated at Sn. 723a in the Moneyya
Sutta. Homeless recluses are called yatattii at Sn. 490b. It is practically the same
idea conveyed by the term saiiiiatatta (self-subdued). The brahmins of old
are referred to as saiiiiatattii at Sn. 284 b [Brahmanadhammika Sutta), and
susaiiiiataitii occurs at Sn. 464b (Sundarikabharadvaja Sutta). The muni is
known to be ihitaita (steadfast), so also is the virtuous monk described in the
Kimsila Sutta (Sn. 328(1), the bhikkhu who renounces the world in the proper
manner (Sn. 370c) and the good briihmana (Sn. 519b). Further, it is used as an
attribute of the Tathagata at Sn. 477b. The muni is also called asitam. and
aniisauan; (independent and free from the banes). The Buddha is described
as asito at Sn. 251d and 957". The true briihsnana (brahma in the text) is
called asito at Sn. 519d. Again the monk who has drawn out the dart is
described as asito at Sn. 593a and so is the muni in the Moneyya Sutta. The
.' nuinaua " Dhotaka begs for instruction so that he may lead a life of peace
and independence; (idheva santo asito careyya~~Sn. 1065'1).

It is evident that these standard epithets of the man; definitely speak of
the positive side of his life. Many of these terms are not employed to describe
the bhikkhu though he may possess the qualities which these epithets attribute
to the muni, There is some implied superiority of the muni over the bhikkhu
though the ideal of the bhikkh1~ is in no way to be understood as falling short of
that of the muni,

There are various other attributes of the muni enumerated in the sutta.
He has no fixed abode and he is free from any acquaintanceship (Sn. 207).
He has eradicated all sin; and is the lonely wanderer (cp. Sn. 35-75) who has
visioned the state of peace (Sn. 208). He sees the ultimate destruction of
birth, leaves reasoning behind and is under no limitations of time and space
(Sn. 209). He is free from covetousness and has reached the Beyond~para-
(Sn.21o). He is sabbiiLhibhu-one who overcomes every obstacle and is supe-
rior to all others ;~he has perfect knowledge and is unsmeared by the worldly
phenomena and is emancipated. (These are the attributes of the Bhagava
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mentioned at M. 1. I7I, S. II. 284, Vin. I. 8 and Dh. 353)-(Sn. 2II). He is
wise and composed, and is free from the mental obsessions; he delights in
meditation, wanders alone and leads others (Sn. 2I2-2I3). He is firm and
straight, discerning, free from lust and he shrinks from sin. His senses are
serene and he is endowed with propriety of speech (Sn. 2I4-215). He is
self-restrained and self-subdued (Sn. 2I6). He knows the world and sees the
highest aiiha (well-being). He has crossed the ogha (flood) and the samudda
(ocean), has cut off all knots, has nothing to lean on and is steadfast.

The sutta in every respect is Buddhistic and the terms and values in it
bear ample testimony to that effect. The simple allegory taken from the up-
rooting of a tree or of not sowing the seed (of ta~ha) developed to a considerable
extent in Sn. 208-209, the shunning of resting places of the mind (nivesanilni)-
Sn. 2IO, cp. also Atthaka Vagga, remaining unsullied by worldly phenomena,
and such other central concepts of early Buddhism, prove that the sutta
contains very early Buddhist sayings and there is much evidence to show that
the subject-matter of this sutta is very old. The theme of the sutta (as well
as that of many other poems of Sn.) is closely connected with the Yogic ideal.
The muni chooses with stoic indifference the middle way between self-mortifi-
cation and attachment to worldly enjoyment. This ideal as current in pre-
Asokan times coincides with the Yogic ideal promulgated in the Gita (Bhg.
II- VI. cp. Bhg. II, 56; II, 69; V, 6; V, 2H ; VI, 3, etc., where the m1mi is
mentioned in similar words).

II

The stanzas themselves need a close examination before the internal,
external and indirect evidence is taken up for discussion. A simple analysis
of the sutta shows that its stanzas fall into three groups; viz.-

Group I. Sn. 207-2IO,
Group II. Sn. 2II-2I9, and
Group III. Sn. 220-22I.

Group I.-The four opening stanzas seem to form an independent unit-
a short poem by itself. Unlike the nine stanzas that follow, these verses do not
contain the refrain (tarp, va pi dhira munirp,vedayanti);; but it is quite significant
that the word muni occurs at least once in every stanza of the whole sutta.
Sn. 207 furnishes the introduction to the independent unit as well as to the
whole poem. A noteworthy feature of this stanza is that it is in Anustubh
sloka whereas the rest of the poem is in Tristubh, The stanza itself cannot,
on this account, be brushed aside as a late introductory verse, for it was obvi-
ouslyknown to have belonged to the Muni Sutta at least some time prior to
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the compilation of the Milinda Pafihae. The stanza itself breathes the same
tone as the opening verses of the Khaggavisar a Sutta-cp. etam bhayam
santhave pekkha11u7no, Sn. 37('. Giime akubbam muni sanihaoiini at Sn. 844b

is also reminiscent of the opening piida. The same idea is expanded at Dh.
212-216, viz.-Dh. 212 Piyato jiiyati soko piyato jaya/i bhayani (from what is
pleasant arise grief and fear)-, Dh. 21] pemato ... (from affection ... ), Dh. 214
raiiyii ... (from lust ... ), Dh. 215 karna:o ... (from sense-pleasures ... ) and
Dh. 216 tanh/iva ... (from avarice ... ). All these causes of suffering or sorrow
seem to be embraced by the term santhaua, cp. also J. IV. 312.

The next stanza (Sn. 208) introduces the familiar Buddhist allegory
(already referred to) in which sanihaua (Comy. ta1}ha) is the tree that has to
be uprooted. What has arisen has to be annihilated (eradicated), it should
not be allowed to grow anew (lit. not replant it), and it should not be allowed
to grow up when it has sprung. This allegory is further worked out in the
next stanza (Sn. 209). The 1'ldthiilli-lit. fields or bases-have to be reckoned,
and the seed (Comy. abliisankluiraoiiiiuina->" storing intellect ") has to be
destroyed (Comy. lt i ,!/sitva, vadhitl'cl-Sk. pranuirva from '/mr. ms '1}a!i)-and
it is not to be watered with sineha (desire). Sn. 210 forms the conclusion of
this independent unit. ] udging by the ideas in them these four stanzas,
taken by themselves, appear to be very old. This is further strengthened by
the Commentator's testimony. He says that the ltppatti (origin) of the whole
sutta is not the same (SnA. 254). He gives the same uppatti for these four
stanzas, but gives separate Hppatris for each succeeding stanza. The Com-
mentator's introduction seems rather strained and reports a somewhat incre-
dible incident found also at A. III. 67-6() (Mataputtika Sutta.' to A. III. 559).
This tradition though as late as cc. 5th century A.C. cannot be totally ignored,
as it is supported by the Anguttara Nikaya. On the other hand even if there
is no connection between the incident narrated in SnA. 254 ff. and these four
stanzas, the very fact of the existence of the strong tradition that these four
stanzas were found together, the internal evidence of the subject matter, and
the recurrence of the opening stanza four times in Milp. attest to their
great antiquity.

Group II .-- The refrain is found in all these stanzas and all of them are
uniform except Sn. 213 which contains. seven p(idas instead of four. The three
additional piidas are the same as Sn. 71aLcin the Khaggavisana Sutta. The
influence of the Khaggavisana Sutta is felt in ekar.n carantam munirp. appa-
mattam at Sn. 213a and, tam aIm ekarn. muninan: caraniam at Sn. 208c, besides
the repeated padas Sn. 2130(\(,. The four lines would have been complete and

6. Milp. 385 quotes this stanza thus :-Bhasitam-p'cta'TJ'l i mahiiraja Bhagauatii devd-
tideuena Suttani piitc, and quotes Sn. 207. The stanza is the topic ola panha at Mill', 212 ft.
and is quoted several times there.
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the stanza would have passed without special notice, but for these additional
padas which in all probability were interpolated later. It is very unlikely
that the whole stanza was an interpolation, although the ideas contained in it
are closely related to the Khaggavisana Sutta. Similarly Sn. 2II cannot be
considered as an interpolation though the first three piidas occur elsewhere in
connection with the Buddha's meeting with the iijivaka Upakat. In all these
instances these words are put into the mouth of the Bhagava making him
utter a boastful statement, which is quite contrary to his usual reticence about
himself. It is quite probable that this was the original occurrence of these
lines and that other texts may have drawn upon this stanza in reporting the
incident between the Buddha and the mendicant Upaka. The repetition of
the simile, tasaram va Ujj~{1!i (like a shuttle that is straight) at Sn, 464[, and
49i' does not indicate that the idea has been borrowed in any of these instances,
but that it was the common property of the poetical language.

These nine stanzas form, as it were, the body of the Muni Sutta. They
constitute the ballad proper, with the emphasis on the muni clearly brought
out by the refrain and the similes at Sn. 213'''''', 214" and 215". These stanzas
form a homogeneous unit, just as the first four stanzas form a unit by them-
selves. The chief ideas of this section are seen to occur again in other ballads
of Sn. as well as in other metrical works. Piidas and lines of many stanzas
are also repeated in other metrical workss.

According to Buddhaghosa the II stanzas beginning with Sn. 2II were
uttered on various occasions by the Buddha and these sayings were gathered
from various isolated instances and knitted together into a composite sutta.
The uppattis (origins) given by him are :-

Sn. 2II-uttered on the occasion of Buddha's meeting the iijivaka Upaka.
(SnA. 258) cp. Comy. on Dh. 353. Sn. 2I2-uttered about Khadiravaniya
Revata. (SnA. 261) cp. Comy. on Dh. 98 and Dh. 412. Sn. 2I3-preached
to Suddhodana. (SnA. 262). Sn. 2I4-uttered after Cificamanavikas attempt
to malign the Buddha. (SnA. 263) cp. Comy. on Dh. 176 and Sn. 780. Sn.
2Is-preached to the girl who was inspired by the straightness of the move-
ment of the shuttle. (SnA. 265). Sn. ZI6-preached on the occasion of the
weaver girl's solution of the Buddha's riddle. (SnA. 266) cp. Corny. on Dh. 174.
Sn. 2I7-preached to the Paficaggadayaka-brahmana. (SnA. 270) cpo
Comy. on Dh. 367. Sn. ZI8-preached to the monks, announcing the attain-
ment of arahatship of a monk who had fluctuated four times between home
and homelessness. (SnA.272). Sn. 2I9-preached to the monks, announcing
Nanda's attainment of arahatship. (SnA. 273) cpo Corny. on Dh. IS. Sn.
22o-preached to the monks, announcing the arahatship of a monk who was

7. Vide Ariyapariyesana Sutta, Vinaya Introduction etc.
8. Vide E. M. H?Te: Woven Cadences, p. 190.
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alleged to have aided a hunter. (SnA. 275). Sn. 221-preached on the
occasion when the Sakiyas argued that a Sotapanna, even if he is a house-
holder, should be honoured by another who reaches that stage subsequent to
him. (SnA. 276).

It is not at all probable that these stanzas were" independent utterances .•
made on .. various occasions" a? Bdhgh. says. The coherence of thought
and the inter-dependence between the' succeeding verses and those preceding,
indicate to what extent these stanzas are connected with one another. In
all probability these nine stanzas (and perhaps Sn. 207-210) were the work
of a single poet though it is very doubtful whether the two concluding stanzas
too belonged to him. The significance of the diversity of the uppattis of these
stanzas given by Bdhgh. is that the verses themselves were so well-known
that there were separate stories appended to them by Commentarial tradition.
This perhaps speaks of the popularity that these verses enjoyed.

Group ilL-The last two stanzas of the poem stand out as a class by
themselves as (a) they contain no refrain (b) point out the difference between
the householder and the muni. Although these two stanzas are similar to
the rest of the poem in language, metre and style, the change of values and the
contrast made between the householder and the mwni (emphasising the latter's
superiority in the simile at Sn. 22Iab) are indicative of an effort made by a
monastic editor to usher in to this poem of lofty theme and ideals, an idea of
comparative insignificance. Their position as the last two stanzas of the final
sutta (of the vagga) suggests that they may as well have been intended to
form the very conclusion of the whole vagga. In view of their decidedly
late characteristics and the indirect evidence from the position of the sutta
it is dear that these two stangas were added when the sutta was re-edited
before its inclusion in Sutta Nipatas.

III
The language of the sutta is old and all the stanzas are composed in the

archaic poetic dialect often called" gatha-Pali ". There are many linguistic
forms in the sutta that belong to an early stratum of Pali, and forms which
may be classed as late are totally absent. The usual historical verbal forms
like Optative 3 sg. P. pada in -e, A. pada in -etha, the historical sibilant
Aorist (addakkhi, Sn. 20Bd), absolutives in -ya (7 of them), old present parti-
ciples in -a1!t (anikamayal!! Sn. 2101>).and old infinitives (like thutu1f1,Sn. 217c)
as well as nominal forms such as raja (Sn. 20i'), muninam. (Sn. 20Be), gedha

g. The composite character of the Muni Sutta may suggest the existence of different
recensions before it took its final shape in Sn. At present it is not possible to decide to
what recension of it the title Muni-gatha was applicable. (The possibility of the name
referring to all poems in praise of the Muni-ideal as suggested by Max Wallesser, also needs
consideration). The inclusion of the sutta in Sn. is relatively late a.'>compared with the
date of its composition. .
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(Sn. 210"), and ubho (Sn. 220"), dialectal or local forms such as am~ppavecche
(Sn. 208b, 20gb) and u,jju,l?L(Sn. 215"), and historical particles like ve (Sn. 207" ;
Vedic vail etc. show that the language of the su1:ta is old. The linguistic
forms of interest in this sutta are :-ropayeyya, Sn. 201\"; The causative
is formed after verbs of class X, and-eyy- is added. This is a pure Pali form.
Assa, Sn. 208b; This should be interpreted as a dative, as in Corny. i.e.,
as " assa jiiyantassa" with elipsis-(SnA. 256). The two lines would then
read :- Yo jiitazn ucchijja, jiiyantam na ropayeyya, assa (jiiyantassa) nanu,p-
pavecche. Anuppavecche, Sn. 208b, 209". (Comy. anuppaveseyya, same-
dhaneyya-should permit entry or fulfilment). There are three possible
explanations to this curious form :-1- (Trenckner). viya'~n yaccha >
"yeccha= >veccha- cpoy:> v in ayudha >avttdha etc. (vide Geiger, §46), and the
vowel change -a- > -e- cpo sa-yaiha :> seyyath«, (pa!1ekkh? etc.) 2- v;nc~ >
Caus. oeiye: (Opt.) > uesse- > -cche. cpo - ts- :>- ss- / / - ccli- (Sk. utsanga. P.
ussaiiga / / ucchangas.i» (If it could be established that - R- > -cch , just as
s- > ch- (initially) as in chakana, chaua , chapa or cheppa, the form might as
well be derived from opt. of Vvis, i.e. *ve8yet on the analogy of c1assIVverbs).
3- The optative of the future base of vvis i.e. *vek- > *vekkhe (/ / E. Pkr.)
or *vecche (/ / to W. Pkr.), would be the same as this form.u Thambho-r-
iva, Sn. 214"; This is an inorganic sandhi with the artificial replacement of
the historical-h which, with the preceding a i.e. -ah, has already become -0 ;

iva is retained as in Sk. Ujsho , Sn. 220"; < ubhau, the Vedic dual. It is a
historical form. Ujjum, Sn. 215"; dialectal or Prakritic, rilt > *i/u-rjtJ
(with epenthesis) > uyju. Nalarp. thu'tu rn , Sn. 2I7r; the old construction
with alam. and the infinitive; Sk. stautwm. > "thotam. > P. ihutum .

Metre.- The difference in metre between the opening stanza and the rest
of the poem has already been commented on. This difference of metre in the
introductory verse is quite similar to that in the opening verse in Kirnsila
Sutta. It was probably on verses like these that the practice of prefacing
suttas with vatthu,gathli was based. The opening stanza is a regular Anustubh
sloka with an odd quarter in line c. The rest of the poem is in Tristubh metre
with ]agatl padas at Sn. 212", 214'''', 218b, 219" and 220"-221". The ceasura
after the 7th syllable is not reckoned in Sn. 2IO" and 221" (Jagati). There
are two difficult padas (Sn. 214" and 2IS"), and Professor Helmer Smith
(SnA. 639) suggests y6gahane and kammahi for yo ogahane and kammehi res-
pectively. There is metrical lengthening in santhav(J:.i0 (Sn. 207'), munI
(Sn. 209~, 210", 216b, and 220<1.v.l. mtJni), nayuhat~ (Sn. 2IO'! v.l. -i), anf!.palit-
la1JL (Sn. 2IIb v.l. --u-) and satima o: (Sn. 2I2b). Both forms gihi (Sn. 220'
v.l. -i) and gihi (Sn. 220" and 221C v.l. -i) occur. Though metre, as a rule, is

10. Vide Muller; Pali Grammar. p. 120.

II. Vide Geiger, § 152, note 3.
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no sound criterion, the old metres employed in this sutta further support
other evidence which shows that the poem is old.

Style.-There is nothing extraordinary as regards the style of the sutta.
Throughout the poem the diction of the stanzas is purely poetic, and figurative
speech is freely used, e.g. Sn. 209d, 2191>0etc. Simile and metaphor play an
important part. In addition to the popular similes mentioned already there
is a simile at Sn. 221"1>. The allegory at Sn. 208-209 also enhances the poetic
effect. E. M. Hare (p. 218) considers that pamtiYII (Sn. 209') is a slesa (pun)
i.e. from Vtni! and ,Iut!" There are a few instances of alliteration (Sn. 2II)

and assonance (Sn. 2Iqi'-atitariya t("idil!~). These poetical devices which are
not too frequently employed in the sutta do not in any way mar the style as
in late artificial poetry. The refrain in Sn. 2II-2I9, the popular similes
used, and the perfect rhythm and cadence, all point to a literary style which is
essentially that of the ballad, and therefore popular.

Doctrinal Developments.-Besides the epithets used for the muni,
which have definite values and an underlying technical significance there are
a few terms in the sutta which show a transition from the general meaning
to a more restricted connotation indicating a gradual development in doctrine.
The word santliaua (Sn. 207") implies not only acquaintances but also all
forms of ties, attachments and worldly bonds arising out of the association with
them (cp. Khaggavisana Sutta). The word,1Jatthuni, bija1!/' and sineham.
though allegorically used have a faint technical significance; and these words
in course of time came to be looked upon as synonyms for the various objects
they stood for. This process is easily discernible in the case of sineha on
account of the semantic development of the word isineha = liquid and affec-
tion), and became most pronounced in the Commentarial epoch. Neumannts
suggests that takk(('"I!~ and sa1ikha1!" at Sn. 209ci were references to popular
philosophical systems Tarkyam and Saukhyam. It is not at all likely that
takka and sankhct were references to any definite philosophical system so
much as to any speculative doctrine which professed to achieve salvation
by way of knowledge-jitana as opposed to y,)gal:l. Sa?ikh~r!i cannot be
an allusion to the philosophical system known as Sankhya originated by Kapila,
before Buddhism, but developed centuries later. It has been rightly pointed
out by Neumann (ibid) that the m~tni seeks no resting place as the yogi as
stated at Mbh. f;antiparvan 302,pratyak$ahetavo :vogij)", stinkhyti~~ Mstravini-
!cayiiJL The phrase sa1ikha'l!" na u peti , however, is intrinsically connected
with na sa'fikhar.n gacchati (does not enter the category of, or, is not reckoned
as) occurring often in Canonical Pali, The only point worth investigating

12. Die Reden Gotamo Buddhas, p. 437.

J3. Vie/it Franklin Edgcton: Sarukhya and Yoga ill the Epics-American Journal
of Philology, 1<)24.
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here is to what category (lit. number) the muni does not belong. The expla-
nation of this phrase in the Corny. (SnA. 257) that the muni does not enter
the category of " a divine being or an (ordinary) man" or even of " a person
of lustful temperament or of malicious temperament" sheds some light. In
short, the idea implied is that the muni is beyond worldly limitations-an idea
quite in harmony with the conception of a perfect muni,

The term nivesana (Sn. 2IO") as' a resting place for the mind, a dogma'
is a word adapted by early Buddhism giving it a special meaning. It has no
special doctrinal significance, apart from the fact that this specialised meaning
was attached to it from very early times. The idea of being free from such
niuesanan; (or -n-ivesa 785") occurs also at Sn. 470ab, 80T", 846<1, and 1055".
Sn. 785 describes the nature of dogmatic beliefs. The term para and the idea
of . going beyond' (p,/,ra + V-gam)-Sn. 2TO'C have been discussed in the
introduction to the Parayana Vagga. U The words ogha and samudda Sn.
2Igh are used to signify the ills of the world in much the same way as vatthuni,
bijllni and sineha, but ogha seems to have already acquired a technical signi-
ficance as seen from its occurrences in Sn.15

The doctrinal emphasis of this sutta is on the conduct of the muni, This
itself shows that the sutta reflects an early period. Most of the terminology
of the sutta, apart from the basic concepts such as sa1iga, sanihaua, etc. is not
fixed. The terms used in the allegory of the seed and that of reaching the
further shore of the samudda (ocean) are seen gradually to acquire a technical
significance. This sutta furnishes a great deal of data for the development
of early Buddhist terminology. All the available evidence from doctrinal
grounds too shows that the sutta appears early.

IV
External evidence.-References made to the Muni Sutta in other works

show that the sutta was known before the compilation of these respective
works. The Muni-gatha are mentioned as one of the sections recited by
Srol).a Kotikarna at Divy. 20, and by the merchants at Divy. 35. The Vinaya
of the Mulasarv astivadins and the Tibetan Dulva include the Muni-gatha
among the sections recited by Srona.is As Rhys Davidsi? has pointed out,
by Iuni-gatha was meant the Muni Sutta. In one of the places where Milp.
(i.e. p. 385) quotes the opening stanza of the Muni Sutta (i.e. Sn. 207) the
name of the sutta itself is not mentioned, though reference is made to the
Sutta Nipata, (see note 6). Usually the author of Milp. refers to .the whole
work rather than to a particular sutta when he makes his quotations; e.g.

14. University of Ceylon Review, Vol. VI, 4.
15. ibid. See also the introduction to the Pariiyana Vagga.
16. Sylvan Levi, J. A., 1915, p. 401 ft.
17. Rhys Davids. J. P. T. S., J896, p. 95.
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Samyuttanikayavare, Suttanipate,: etc. Altogether he makes five references
to Sn. in quoting stanzas taken from it.18 There are other quotations from
Sn. with no references to it whatsoever, and at one place (Milp. 36) he quotes
Sn. 184 and acknowledges it as a stanza of the Samyuttanikaya (S.l. 214).
It is only in one instance (Milp. 369) that a sutta in Sn. is mentioned by name;
viz. in quoting Sn. 29 he says, Vuitam' P' etam. M ahiiriija, Bhagaoatii devatidevena
Suttanipiite Dhaniyagopiilakasutte. Now, the only occurrence of Sn. 207 in
the whole work is as the opening verse of the Muni Sutta, and it may be said
with certainty that the author of Milp. knew the Muni Sutta as belonging to
Sn. Although Milp. is a comparatively late work (cc. 80 B.C.),19 all these
quotations show that Sn. was perhaps known to its author as it is found to-day.

The earlier inscriptional evidence from the Bhabru Minor Rock Edict of
Asoka shows that the Muni Sutta was a popular piece even as early as the
third century B.C. The fact that the Pali versions of the episode of Sona do
not include the Muni Sutta among the pieces recited by him does not in any
way prove that the sutta was not known to the compilers of these respective
works. It is only in the more enlarged versions of the episode that the Muni
Sutta as well as other well known sections of the Scriptures are mentioned.
However, the testimony of the Bhabru edict is sufficient to show that the sutta
was known in comparatively early times.

The indirect evidence from the position of the sutta in the vagga has
been discussed earlier. Yet, it should be observed that the inclusion of the
Muni Sutta in Sn. had taken place at least a good many years before the final
edition of Milp. Thus, all these isolated references to Muni-gatha and quota-
tions from the Muni Sutta strongly support the internal evidence from all
sources to establish that the sutta is of great antiquity.

N. A. JAYA\VICKRAMA

18. viz. Milp. 369, 385, 411, 413-4)4. and 414.
19. Mrs. Rhys Davids, Outlines of Buddhism. p. 103.
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